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SE Overview 
Introduction 
SE was developed in Ihe laiC 1970's by lIle Associalion Euro!l'!enne 
des ConslIUcleurs de Maleri~1 Aeraspalial (AECMA) and Ihe 
Aerospace Induslries Association (AlA) in response 10 lIle nced 10 
write complex informalion clearly and concisely. 
SE is a subcalegory of English. II uses a limited vocabulary and a 
set of grammar rules lIlal help you create documents an international 
audience can easily understand. 
The SE dictionary includes 1500 approved words with single 
designated meanings. The SE rules: 
limil the variety of words used 
develop standard grammatical conslructions 
assign one clearly defined meaning 10 each word. 
The Simplified English Handbook provides technical writers the 
foundalion for understanding SE. You can use lIlis handbook 
independent of lIle Guide 10 lhe Simplified English Analyzer (SEAN!. 
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Philosophy 
Documents wriuen in SE arc easy for your audience to learn and 
understand. Although more precisc than everyday English. SE 
cannot be used to describe abstrnct or mathematical matcrials. SE 
makes specific allowances for tcchnical terms that cover such items 
as: 
paru nomenclaturc 
mathematical/scientifiC/engineering terms 
tcchnical names. 
The AECMNAIA commiuce chose words for their simplicity and 
relationship with other languages. For example. occur is more 
intemationally understood than happen and was chosen for that 
reason. 
In SE. words have restricted uses. To fall is used to indicate the idea 
of gravity. not the idea of a decrease in quantity. The expression lire 
pressure falls is no longer available to you when following the SE 
rules. You must instead write tire pressure decreases. 
Only one word is assigned to each set or associated group of 
l1)C2rUngs. Start cannot be a synonym for begiJI. commence. or 
iniliate. 
The SE dictionary contains a limited number of short, common words 
(approximately 1500. excluding nomenclature). The AECMNAlA 
committee carefully selected and defined these words. using 
Webster's {muMtjoMI Dictionary as the source for the definitions. 
The commiuee eliminated all possible ambiguities and chose the 
clearest word to convey the appropriate meaning. 
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Purpose of the SE Rules 
SE provides a subcategory of English LhaL non·proficicnL English 
speakers can qUIckly Icarn and undcrstand, Thc rulcs definc which 
grammaLical construcLions and words arc allowed in new documcnts, 
WriLcrs from such diffcrcnt localcs as California and England can 
write documcnls to Lhc same sLandard, 
In many different ways, SE can hclp you crCaLC a documcnL LhaL 
convcys cxactly onc meaning Lo your audicnce. 
Implementation 
SE, if used properly, will hclp you to logically organize lhc stepS in 
an instruction, The samplc below illustrates a comparison of te" 
wrlucn in SLandar<l versus SE. 
Example: Standard 
1, On fueling control panel move power switch to 
ON, Check that power switch and overlJow 
lights are extinguished, Ensure that shutoff 
valve lights are illuminated. 
2. Pressurize refueling system and check that 
outer wing tank overllow lights illuminate, 
shutoll valve lights remain ON and that fuel 
does not flow into tanks. 
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Example: SE 
1. On Ihe fueling control panel. set the power 
swrtch ON. 
Make sure that: 
power light and over/low valve lighls are Off 
shutoff valve lights are on. 
2. Apply pressure to the refueling system. 
Make sure lhat: 
the lights for the over/low valve of the outer 
wing tank come on 
shutoff valve lights stay on 
• fuel does not flow into Ihe tanks. 
Benefits 
SE gives you the opponunity 10 write clear teChnical documents 
without making them sound tedious. Also, SE may help to reduce 
the size of your document and the amount of time needed 10 produce 
iL 
SE will help you create documents that are more accessible for an 
international audience. CosIly errors can be prevented when 
documentation is clearly written. 
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A Different Approach to English 
SE documenLS are easy to rcad. Anyone with a basic undcrsUlnding 
of English can easily read documenLS wriuen in SE. 
Writing in SE is diffcrent You must have an excellent command of 
the English language 10 write properly in SE; including a slrOng 
knowledge of mechanics and grammar. 
The SE rules are not a complete sct of grammar rules Illat can sUlnd 
alone. SE can only supplement lIle existing rules of English 
grammar by requiring Ille writer to reduce the complexity of sentence 
suucture. The disciplined SE slnlclUre still allows you 10 use 
stylistic devi~. as long as Illey conform 10 Ille SE rules. 
There are Illousands of technical tenns used by Ille aerospace 
induslry. and more are created every day. The SE dictionary does 
not include teChnical tenns. butllley can be added 10 Ille list 10 fit Il1e 
needs of your particular documenL 
The following instructions and IUtorial will help you develop your 
undersUlnding and mastery of SE. Once you are familiar willlllle 
vocabulary and lIle rules. your SE documenLS will be better SIrUClured 
and more concise. After writing some practice sentences. you will 
~uer undersUlnd how SE simplifies your documents. 
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Using SE 
Overview 
This section explains the rules for writing documenlation in SE. 
Though SE is similar to slandard English . SE has a specified set of 
37 rules. Thcsc rules are divided into six sections: Vocabulary. 
Nouns. Verbs. Sentences and Paragraphs. Punctuation and Word 
Count. and Warnings and Cautions. 
Each rule includes an explanation and a specific example showing the 
difference betwccn standard English and SE. 
An extended example illustrating many of the SE rules is provided at 
the end of this section. The approved SE vocabulary is listed in 
Appendix A. 
Vocabulary 
Of the 37 SE rules. six relate direcUy to the use of vocabulary. They 
are listed here with examples that highlight the function of the 
limited vocabulary. 
Rule 1: Choose the words ror procedures. technical names, and 
manuracturing procesws from the SE dictionary. 
The IS()().word SE dictionary is found in Appendix A. When writing 
in SE. look in the SE Dictionary for acceptable words. 
In SE. you will often have to repeat the same word many times in 
one tex~ This is necessary because of the limited number of words 
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and Iheir smelly defined meanings. This repelition of words helps 
Ihe reader 10 undemand Ihe lexl. Do nol confuse Ihe reader by using 
differe", words 10 describe Ihe same lIting. Once you have chosen 
Ihe words 10 describe somelhing, conlinue 10 use lItese same words, 
particularly for ICChnical names. 
Rule 2: Use each SE word so Ihal il adheres 10 its assigned part 
of speech. 
Each SE word has been assigned a single pari of speech. All parts 
of speech are included in lite SE Dictionary wilh Ihe exceplion of 
pronouns and inlerjeclions. 
The limiled vocabulary includes verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, 
adjectives, adverbs, and nouns. In litis Iimi!ed vocabulary, SE uses 
one universally accep!ed word 10 represent a group of synonyms. 
Example: Standard 
abandon 
cease 
han 
discontinue 
SE 
stop 
Ailltough abandon, cease, halt, and discontinue all have lite same 
meaning. SlOP is used in lite SE Dictionary 10 represent lItese 
synonyms for its clarity. 
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Rule.1: Use apprm'ed wurds only 8S delint'd in the SE 
Dictionary. 
Using words defined in the SE dictionary mainlains the one·word. 
one· meaning SllUcliJre. 
Example: Standard 
Assess the quantity olluel needed. 
SE 
Calculate the quant~y olluel necessary. 
Because assess is not an approved word as defined 
in the SE Dictionary, substitute the word calculate. 
Reier to the SE Dictionary whenever you are unsure 
il a word is available for you to use. 
Rule 4: Technical names and manufacturing processes are the 
only unapproved nouns allowed by SE. 
When deviating from the 1500 word vocabulary. it is acceptable 10 
use unapproved words when referring to specific technical names and 
'manufacwring processes. Refer 10 the name or process by the same 
noun each time it is referred 10. 
Example : Most threaded lasteners on the L·1011 jet transport 
aircraft are Tri·wing developed by the Phillips Screw 
Company. Other types in general use are: Torq·Set 
and Hi·Torque. 
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Allhough !he words Tri-wing. Torq-Sel. nnd Iii-Torque are not IiSled 
in !he SE Dictional)'. !hey arc acccPlable because they are leChnical 
namcs. 
Rule 5: Use the shortest and simplest technical name for any 
particular object. 
When several technical names apply to a panicular object. refer to 
!he SE Dictionary for !he appropriate choice. The words in !he 
dictionary were chosen for their international acceptance. 
If a leChnical name is not in the SE Dictionary. use the simplest 
possible unapproved leChnical name and use the term consistently. 
Do not use leChnical jargon that would confuse the reader. 
Example: Standard 
Pylon cluster unit of the wing. 
SE 
Wing pylon . 
. Rule 6: Make Instructions as specific as possible. 
When describing a procedure. write clear and concise sentences to 
make !he inslIuctions more understandable to the reader. Do this by 
writing only one instruction per sentence. 
Example: Standard 
Examine incoming analog signal strength and 
dig~alize the Signal w~h a dig~al processor unh. 
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Nouns 
SE 
1. Examine Ihe analog signal. 
2. Change h 10 a digilal signal. 
SE has specific grammar rules that apply to nouns. These rules 
cover the use or noun clusters and anicles. 
Noun Clusters 
Rule 7: Break up noun clusters which have more than three 
nouns. 
A noun cluster is three or more nouns that are not broken ' apan by 
punctuation or conjunctions. 
Example: Standard 
Engine exhausl gas temperature 
SE 
Temperalure of the exhausl gas from the engine 
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Articles Before Nouns 
Verbs 
Rule 8: Pul an arlicle or a demonslrative adjecli"e before nouns. 
Use the. an. and a in fronl of all nouns 10 help clarify lex!. 
Example: Standard 
Stop start procedure. 
SE 
Stop the start procedure. 
SE has spcdfic rules lhal have 10 do with verbs. These rules include 
fonns of lense, use of pasl participle, use of active voice, and caution 
againsl verb omission. 
Rule 9: Use non·SE verbs only if they are manufacturIng 
process words. 
Specialized manufacluring terms can be used in SE documenUltion 
when there is no corresponding SE word. Use lhese specialized 
terms as verbs only in specific manufacluring processes. 
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Samples of SE acceptable manufacluring process , 'erbs: 
anneal bond 
buff burnish 
crimp cure 
drill exlrUde 
grind insulate 
magnetize mill 
normalize ream 
ream remetal 
Forms of Tense 
Rule 10: Use only the presenl lense, pasl lense, and simple 
fulure lense. 
Presenl. pas~ and simple fUlUre are the only three verb forms allowed 
in SE. Other forms are nOI allowed. 
Example: Standard 
adjusting 
SE 
adjust. adjusted. will adjust 
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Use of the Past Participle 
Rule 11: Use Ihe pasl participle only as an adjeclive-eilher 
wilh a noun or afler Ihe verb to be or /0 become. 
A pasl participle ean only be used as an adjeclive 10 modifying a 
noun or aflCr verbs of the form 10 be. 
Example: SE 
Connect the disconnected wires again. 
This example shows disconnected is used as a 
adjective to modify wires. 
The wires become disconnected. 
This shows disconnected follows Ihe vetb become. 
Rute 12: Do not use the past participle with a helping verb to 
make a complex verb. 
00 not create complex verbs thai use pasl participles. 
Example: Standard 
has adjlJsted. can be adjusted, will be adjusted, must 
be adjusted 
SE 
Is adjusted, you can adjust, will adjust 
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Use of Active Voice 
Rule 13: ut the verb show action. 
In the active voice. Ihe verb shows Ihe aClion. In passive voice. 
which is avoided in SE. the subjccl is OCled upon. ralher than 
perfonning the action. 
Example: Passive 
The meter gives an indication of 450 ohms. 
Active 
The ohmmeter shows 450 ohms. 
Rule 14: Use active voice In procedures, descriptions, and 
operations. 
In each of these Ihree cases, active voice is mandalOry for c1arily and 
ease of undeJ'Slanding. 
Ex~mple: Passive 
The procedures have been made the same by the 
manutacture to decrease the maimenance time. 
Active 
The manufacturer made the procedures the same to 
decrease the maimenance time. 
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Passive 
The circuits are connected by a switching retay. 
Active 
A switching retay connects the circuits. 
Passive 
The main gear leg is held by the side stay. 
Active 
The side stay holds the main gear leg. 
Rute IS: Write verbs in imperalh'e form. 
To lest whether the verb is in imperative form, ask the qUC5tion, by 
whom or what is the subject being acted upon? If the text gives an 
answer to the question. it is not written in imperative fonn. 
Example: NOllmperatlve 
.. 
The test can be continued by the operator. 
When reading this sentence, ask what can be 
continued by the operator. Because the question 
can be answered, this sentence can be rewritten In 
the active voice. 
Acttve 
Continue the test. 
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Caution: The previous rules have discouraged the uSC of passive 
voice in SE documentalion (sec SE Inslructions: Rules 13, 14, and 
15). However, one silualion CXiSlS where passive voice mUSl be used. 
Passive voice is allowed in SE when il is forced by the limited word 
choice. 
Example: Active 
Tesl for leaks. 
Correct Passive SE 
Do Ihe leak tesl. 
This example is CO<TeCt because in SE, lUI is used only as a noun. 
Rule 16: Do not omit a verb to make your sentences shorler, 
Do not try to condense lext by cuLLing out verbs. 
Example: Not correct 
Rotary swnch to INPUT. 
Correct 
Set the rotary sw~ch 10 INPUT. 
Sentences and Paragraphs 
Both sentence SlruCture and paragraph suucture are critical in SE. 
Since the Slyle of writing is concise. keep sentences and paIlIgraphs 
as uncomplicated and direct as possible. 
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Rule 17: Keep .. nlenCH as shorl as possible. 
When writing procedures. be as concise as possible without omiuing 
ncc.cssary infonnalion. Instructions written in long sentences arc 
confusing and diffICult to follow. 
Since description and operation lOpics are more complex. one 
sentence in ten can be 25 words long. 
Example: Standard 
Highly stressed steel parts are generally 
magnatluxed to detect cracks. resuning from heat-
trealment or machining strains. or welding, which 
may leave cracks resuning from the heating and 
cooling of the metal or from Improper welding procedure. 
SE 
Do a magna/lux test on highly stressed steet parts to 
find cracks or welds. Heat·treatment and machined 
strains cause the cracks. Welds make cracks when 
you increase and decrease the temperature or when 
welds are nol correct. 
Rule 18: Include one topic per sentence. 
Include only one topic in a sentence to avoid confusing the reader. 
When you discuss more than one lOpic in a sentence, the reader is 
overwhelmed. Present the material slowly so the reader has a chance 
10 undentand what 10 do (sec Rule 23). 
Example: Standard 
The differential Input Is controlled by a hydraulic 
motor which can add or subtract revolutiOns to the 
engine drive rpm. 
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SE 
A hydraulic motor controls the dit1erential input. The 
motor adds or subtracts revolutions to the engine 
drive. 
Rule 19: Use connecting words to join separate sentences. 
Avoid writing long and complex sentences. Instead. write short 
sentences that are logically rela ted. Combine the shorter sentences 
with connecting words: Ihus. also. so. bill . and. Ihen. now. 
Note that bill and and arc included in the list of connecting words. 
The idea lIuU you cannot Slarl sentences with these connecting words 
no longer applies to standard Engl ish. as long as you do not overuse 
these words as initial words (see Rule 26). 
Example: Standard 
It is of extreme importance to use like bahs in 
replacement. Refer to the applicable Maintenance 
Instruction Manual and "Iustrated Parts Breakdown. 
SE 
Use the same type of bolt when you replace a bah. 
Also. refer to the applicable Maintenance Instruction 
Manual and Illustrated Parts Book. 
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Rule 20: Vary sentence lenglh and construclion to keep 
descriplive lex I inleresling. 
While you must write short and concise sentences. avoid writing all 
sentences the same length. Include both shan. instructive sentences 
and longer. descriptive sentences to keep the reader interested in the 
material. Sentences that have similar lengths are monotonous to read 
and easily lose the reader's auention. 
Rule 21: Write only one Instruction per sentence except when 
the instruclion requirtS simUltaneous actions. 
Write only one instruction per sentence unless IwO runctions must be 
performed al the same time. In this case. include instructions ror 
both runctions in one sentence. 
Example: Standard 
Firmly press the power driver against the collar, 
operate the power driver until the collar's wrenching 
device has been torqued oft. 
SE 
Push the power driver tightly against the collar. 
Operate the power driver unlilthe driver torques off 
the wrenching device of the collar. 
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Rule 22: Use paragraphs 10 show your reader Ihe logic of Ihe 
1 .. 1. 
Use paragraphs 10 discuss a IOpic fully. Paragraphs allow you 10 
explain a topic completely and to show how actions are related. 
Example: Turn the switch to the ON pos~ion . 
When you lurn the switch ON. the motor starts. The 
molor provides Ihe power necessary for the plane to 
rnove. The motor provides the electricity 10 power 
Ihe conlrols. 
Rute 2.3: Limll each paragraph 10 one lopic. 
Include only information that direc~y relates 10 the IOpic of the 
paragraph (see Rule 18). 
If a topic has seveml aspects. do not put all of the information in one 
paragraph. Instead. write each aspect as a separate paragraph. 
Rule 24: Always start Ihe paragraph with lhe IOplc senlence. 
The first (lOpic) sentence is the most important pan of a paragraph. 
The topic sentence lets the reader know what the paragraph discusses. 
The topic sentence allows the reader 10 relate the information to other 
paragraphs. 
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Rule 25: Use a tabular layout for complex material and to show 
that procedure steps are closely related. 
To help keep infonnation clear and easy to rcad. usc a tabular layout 
10 show Ihe relationship belween Sleps. The labular layout is also 
known as a yenical layoul or a lisL This layout eliminales the need 
10 write long. complex sentences (sec Rule 30). 
Example: Standard 
Tesling lor hardness is accomplished by a device 
Ihal applies a known load 10 a penelrator on the 
sur1ace of the material being lesled. A minor load is 
first applied sealing the penelrator in the material; 
penelralion is then effecled by Ihe application of a 
major load. 
SE 
To do a test lor hardness: 
Use a device that applies a known load to a 
penetrator on the sur1ace of Ihe malerial 
Apply a minor load to engage Ihe penetrator in 
the material 
- Apply a major load to engage the penetration. 
For steps thaI arc closely relaled but performed at differenl times, 
wrile the instructions using the tabular layout The tabular Iayoul 
makes the instructions easier to rcad and understand. 
Example: Standard 
Press and hold the SHORT·CIRCUIT discriminator 
swrtch and, wrth the swrtch stili depressed, set the 
TEST/RESET swrtch to TEST and hold in this 
position. Check Ihat all lights remain extinguished. 
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SE 
Do Ihese steps together: 
Keep the SHORT-CIRCUIT discriminator swrlch 
pushed in 
Hold the TEST/RESET switch at TEST 
Make sure thaI at1the lightS stay off, 
Rule 26: Use connecting words to make the relationship between 
sentences and paragraphs clear. 
As with any type of writing. use connecting words to tie twO 
sentences or paragraphs together. Connecting words show the 
relationship between the two sentences or paragraphs. Examples of 
connecting words are thus, but. and. this. that. those. so, as a result. 
for the same caust. and at tht same timt (see Rule 19). 
Rule 27: limit paragraphs to sl>: sentences. 
Write simple and concise paragraphs. Paragraphs thal have more 
than six sentences are hard for the reader to comprehend. 
While longer paragraphs let you diseuss complex material more 
thoroughly. make sure the paragraphs are coherenL Remember to 
discuss only one topic in a paragraph (sec Rule 23). 
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Rule 28: Use one-sentence paragraphs no more than once every 
ten paragraphs_ 
Though paragraphs must be kept short. avoid writing one-sentence 
parngraphs. Too many short. one-sentence paragraphs make the text 
choppy and hard to rend. Using parngraphs with different lengths 
presents the inronnation in a more interesting way. Usc onc-sentence 
paragraphs to emphasize an important point. 
Punctuation and Word Count 
Use punctuation marks to show how certain parts of the text are 
related to each other. The rules for using punctuation in SE follow 
the rules for standard English. Make sure the punctuation in your 
document has a specific purpose and is not randomly inserted in the 
document Using too little or too much punctuation confuses the 
reader. 
Certain punctuation marks help determine the word count for a 
sentence. an important aspect in SE. Refer to the word count rules 
before counting the words in sentences (see Rule 33. Rule 34. and 
Rule 35). 
Rule 29: Use a comma to separate the beginning descriptive 
statement (dependent clause) rrom the rest or the instruction. 
As in standard English, place a comma after the introductory 
dependent clause. The comma separates the clause from the main 
sentence and makes the sentence easier to understand. 
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Example: Standard 
When torque lubes are being inslalled Ihe mount ing 
brackets should be properly aligned so that they will 
not bind the bearings when bolts are tightened. 
SE 
When you install torque tubes. make sure Ihe 
mounling brackels are correctly aligned. If you align 
Ihe brackels correctly , the bearings will move freely 
when you tighlen Ihe bolts . 
Rule 30: Use the colon and dash only in labular layouts. 
In SE, you can only use the colon and the dash when writing 
information in a tabular layoul. The colon signals that relatad 
information follows, either a list, a table, or an explanation of the 
material. A dash maltes the material easier to read and indicates 
steps (see Rule 25). 
Example: To form a hi-shear riveled joint: 
prepare the hole 
insert the pin Into the hole 
place Ihe collar over the end of the pin 
prepare Ihe hi-shear set and bucklng bar 
- start riveting . 
NOlice that each step stans with an upper case leucr and that a period 
is placod at the end of the last step only. 
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Rule 31: Use Ihe hyphen 10 combine words. 
Use the hyphen only ID join IWO or more words and ID show the 
relation belwccn IWO or more words. When using the hyphen. make 
Sure the texl does nol confuse the reader. Examples of acceptable 
h yphenaled words arc given. 
.. 
Two·word lerms used logether: 
low-altilude nighl 
air-conditioned compartment 
transmitter·recciver unit 
Two-word fractions or numbers: 
lwenty-six hose clamps 
three-sixteenths inch 
one thirly-second increment 
Adjectives with three or more words: 
five-l(}oone ratio 
blcach-and-water solulion 
triaI-and-error method 
Terms thaI consisl of a capital leIter or a number and a 
noun: 
T -square measuremenl 
three-prong conneclDr 
lDO-wall Iighl source 
Compound verbs consisting of a verb plus a noun, as in 
manufacturing processes: 
ID arc-weld 
to die<asl 
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Terms in which the prefi, ends with a vowel and the root 
word begins with a vowel: 
pre-engage Ihe Slaner 
re-innate Ihe air pump 
dc-ice lhe wings 
Rule 32: Place hyphens between words of technical names that 
consist of four or more words to show how they are related. 
Place hyphens between related words to avoid confusion. Wilhout 
hyphens between lhe related words, readers may not know how lhe 
words are related. 
Example: Not Correct 
A self sealing lorque controlled collar containing a 
Teflon sealing insert w~hin its internal counter-bore 
is available 10 provide fuel tight joints without Ihe 
need for sealants. 
Correct 
Use a self-seal torque-controlled collar to give fuel-
tight joints that have no necessary sealants. The 
collar contains a Tellon seal insert in its internal 
surface. 
Rule 33: Count the colon and the dash as a rull stop to find the 
sentence length. 
The colon and \he dash are considered full SlOPS in SE. When you 
cOUllt lhe words in a sentence, count lhe words before \he colon or 
dash as one sentence and lhe words after lhe colon or dash as a 
separate sentence. 
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Rule 34: Count each word in a hyphenated group as a separate 
word. 
If a hyphenated word is two complete words. count each word as two 
separate words . However. if the hyphenated word includes a prefix. 
count the hyphenated word as one word. 
Two words: 
push·pull LUbes 
vibration·damping effect 
taper·pinned levers 
One word: 
non·powered equipment 
re·attached bolt 
Rule 35: Count the text Inside parentheses as a new sentence to 
determine the sentence length. 
When counting words to determine the length of a sentence, count 
the text inside parentheses as 8 separate sentence. 
Example: Turn the reamer clockwise (never counler-<:lOckwlse, 
. . even when removing) with just enough pressure to 
keep H feeding . 
According to the SE rules, the example is two sentences. The main 
sentence has twelve words and the text in the parentheses has five 
words. 
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You may also usc parentheses: 
- 10 reference figures Or tcxl 
- 10 sel off leXI lIlal is nOI part of Ihe main Slalement 
- 10 mark le'l lIlal needs more separalion lIlan is provided by 
commas 
- for leuers or numbers Illal indicale ilems of a lisl within a 
sentence 
- for lellers or numbers lIlat indicale sleps of a procedure. 
Warnings and Cautions 
In situations when: lIlere is a danger 10 lIle user or equipmenl, 5E 
dictales lIle SlIUClun: of the warnings and caulions. 
A warning lells an operator thaI injury or death is possible if he docs 
not follow the instructions. A caulion lells the operalOr lhal damage 
to lIle equipment is possible. 
Rule 36: Start a warning or caution with a simple and clear 
command. 
5larl lIle warning wilh lIle required action given rlISI. Additional 
informalion may be given, bUI do not bury lIle necessary action 
willlin lIle explanalion. 
Example: Standard 
The synthetic lubricating 011 used in this engine 
contains addilives which, if allowed to come Into 
contact with the Skin for prolonged periods, can be 
toxic through absorption. 
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SE 
Do nol gel Ihe engine oil on your skin for long 
periods. 
1. The oil is poisonous. 
2. It can go through your skin and inlo your body. 
Rule 37: Add a brief explanation to a warning or caution to give 
a clear idea of the possible risk. 
Include a reason for giving a caution to make the warning clear to 
people in the working environment. Show a cause and effect 
relationship with !he warning or caution to emphasize the effect of 
the warning. 
Example: Standard 
Reed and Prince or Phillips heads require a special 
driver made for the particular screw. The drivers for 
the two are not interchangeable. 
SE 
A special drtver made for each type of screw Is 
necessary for Reed and Prince or Phillips head 
screws. You can not change the two drivers. If you 
use the Incorrect screwdriver on these screws you 
can damage the screw head. 
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Examples of a Document Written in Standard 
and SE 
Instrument Power Switch-Standard English 
Version 
The lever lock INST POWER switch located On the right side of the 
pilot's instruments has the positions OFF, NORM, and EMER. 
Under nonnal conditions the switch is set 10 the NORM position 
providing a ground 10 the emergency bus power relay. The 
emergency bus power relay is located behind the emergency bus 
circuit breaker panel and is energized by voltage from essential AC 
bus No.1. If a malfunction occurs in the nonnal AC systcm and 
essential AC bus is de-energized. the emergency bus relay switch will 
be dc-energized. its open contacts will disconnect the hydrllulic motor 
solenoid from the emergency bus and the hydraulic mOlOr concrol 
will be dc-energized and the emergency gencralOr will be activaled. 
The EMER posilion of the INST POWER switch is used to manually 
activatc the emergency genera lOr. This is nceded because if the AC 
syslem is functioning satisfaclOrily and the DC syslem malfunctions. 
the emergency generalor will not be aUlOmalically activated. Selting 
the INST POWER switch lO the EMER position removes the ground 
from the emergency bus power relay allowing the emergency bus 
power relay 10 de-energize. From thIS poinl on. the sequence of 
events thal tJanspire 10 bring the emergency generalor on the line is 
the same as those evenlS described for a nonnal AC power failure. 
Posilioning the INST POWER switch lO OFF disables the emergency 
generator system. 
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Instrument Power Switch-SE Version 
The lever lock swilch marked INST·POWER is localed on the righl 
side of the pilol's in strum en IS. This swilch has thrcc positions: 
-OFF 
-NORM 
-EMER. 
The swilch is SCi 10 the NORM position under normal conditions. 
This position provides a ground 10 Ihe bus power relay in emergency 
silualions. 
In emergency silualions, the bus power relay gels energized by 
voltage from essemial AC bus No.1. The bus power relay is behind 
Ihe bus circuil·breaker panel. 
If these two simultaneous events happen-
a malfunction occurs in the normal AC syslem (llId 
essential AC bus in de-energized, I~n-
1. the emergency bus-relay-swilCh de· energizes; 
2.' the open conlaClS of the emergency bus-relay-swilCh disconneclS 
the hydraulic motor solenoid from the emergency bus; 
3. the hydraulic motor control de·energizes; 
4. the emergency generator activales. 
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The EMER position of the INST POWER switch manually activates 
the emergency generator. The emergency generator will not activate 
automatically when the AC system works and the DC system does 
not work. The INST POWER switch EMER position removes the 
ground from the emergency relay; then the emergency bus relay dc-
energizes. From this point on. the steps to bring the emergency 
generator on the line is the same as the steps for a normal AC power 
failure. When the INST POWER switch is OFF. the emergency 
generator system stops. 
.. 
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SE Tutorial 
Introduction 
SE documenlS are easy 10 read, bUI writers of SE documents must 
follow a sel of specific grammatical and vocabulary rules, Following 
Ihese rules consislently r"'luires aulomalCd feedback, which can be 
provided by the Simplified English Analyzer (see SEAN Tutorial), 
The SE Morial teaches you the basic skills nceded to begin applying 
SE rules to writing documental ion, II provides instruction, examples, 
and exercises for each subcategory of SE rules so you can take an 
aClive part in learning 10 write in SE, 
How to Use the Document 
Read the rules at the beginning of each section before doing the 
exercises, If you are already familiar with the rules for thaI section, 
go on to the nexl section. 
'\1tis IUtoriai cOvers the SE rules: 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 19,21,25,29,30, and 32. For infonnation about the rules not 
covered in this IUlorial, refer to SE Rules, 
Vocabulary 
Rule 2: Use only the parts of speech given for approved words 
in the SE Dictionary, 
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Example: Standard 
The conlrols should be set at about zero. 
To sec why this is not SE. rcad the SE Dictionary cntry for about: 
about (pre): "concerned" with. (notc: for Olher meanings USE: 
APPROXIMATELY. AROUND). 
About can only be used as a preposition. not an adverb. As thc entry 
suggeslS. you could change it to: 
Example: SE 
Set the contnols to around zero. 
or 
Set the controls 10 approximately zero. 
Exercise 
Revise the following sentence so it confonns to rule 2. You may 
need to refer to the SE dictionary in Appendix A. 
The procedure for freeing frozen control surfaces is outlined in 
section 2. 
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Revision 
Section 2 ouOincs the procedure for releasing frozen control surfaces. 
Rule 3: Use approved words as defined in the SE Dictionary. 
Example: Standard 
To fr88 a frozen control surface. activate the 
emergency release control. 
To see why this is not SE. read the SE Dictionary entry for fret: 
free (adv): That can move without limits. 
Since the SE Dictionary gives no alternatives If) free. you need If) 
find a synonym for free that means release. The entry (or release is: 
release (v): To make (ree. 
R.el~ase can replace free in the example sentence. 
Example: SE 
Exercise 
To release frozen control surfaces. activate the 
emergency release control. 
Revise the. (ollowing sentence so il conforms If) rule 3. You may 
need 10 refer If) the SE dictionary in Appendi, A. 
The maintenance schedule in section 2 outlines about 30 separate 
tasks. 
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Revision 
The maintenance schedule in section 2 ouLlincs approximately 30 
scparalC 1aSks. 
Rule 7: Break up noun clusters which have more than 3 words. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
The aircraft anitude control service scheduling must 
follow the standard maintenance schedule provided 
on the facing page. 
SE 
Follow the standard maintenance schedule (provided 
on the facing page) to service aircraft ail~ude 
controls. 
Revise the following sentence so II conforms 10 rule 7. 
Use the conLroI surface mechanism maintenance schedule 10 
determine proper maintenance intervals. 
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Revision 
Use the maintenance schedule for Ihe control surface mechanism 10 
determine lIle proper maintenance intervals. 
Rule 8: Put an article or a demonslralh'e adjective before nounS. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
Aircraft alt~ude controls must be serviced according 
to the standard maintenance schedule. 
SE 
Service the aircraft anitude controls according to the 
standard maintenance schedule. 
Revise lIle (ollowing sentence so it conforms to rule 8. 
Control surface maintenance scheduling must (allow table on page 2. 
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Revision 
The control surface maintenance scheduling must follow the lable On 
page 2. 
Rule 10: Use only the present, past, and simple (uture lenses. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
If the wing conlrol surfaces have been serviced, go 
to step 2. 
SE 
If the wing control surfaces arlJ already serviced, go 
to step 2. 
&eyise the following senlence so it confonns 10 rule 10. 
The mainlenance schedute requirements will have been mel by 
following the table on page 2. 
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The mainlenancc schedule requiremenl will b. m~t by following the 
table on page 2. 
Rule 12: Do nol use the past participle with a helping ,..rb to 
make a complex verb. 
The past panieiple can combine with forms of the verb b. \0 form 
Ihe passive voice, or have 10 form the perfcel tcn>cs. Neither use is 
allowed in SE. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
The conlrols were adjusted before we staned 
maintenance procedures. 
or 
We have adjusted the controls before staning 
maintenance procedures. 
SE 
We adjusted the controls before we staned 
maintenance procedures. 
Revise the following sentence so il conforms to rule 12. 
The wing control surfaces are to be adjusted according to the table 
on page 2. 
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Adjusl the wing conlIol surface as shown in the table on 
page 2. 
Rule 13: LeI the verb show action. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
The servicing 01 the conlrols should follow the 
standard maintenance schedule. 
SE 
Follow the standard maintenance schedule when 
you service the controls. 
Revise the following sentence so it conforms to rule 13. 
The use of the schedule on page 2 will ensure proper maintenance 
i.n\ervals. 
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Revision 
Use the schedule on page 2 10 ensure Ihe proper maimenance 
intervals. 
Rule 14: Use active voice in procedures. descriplions. and 
operations. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
The maintenance of most systems can be scheduled 
as shown in the table on page 2. 
SE 
Schedule the maintenance for most systems as 
shown in the table on page 2. 
Revise the following sentence so il confonns 10 rule 14. 
The adjusting of the wing control surfaces must be in accord with the 
guidelines given in section 2. 
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Revision 
Adjust the wing control surCaces as shown in the guidelines given in 
section 2, 
Rule IS: Write ,'erbs in the imperative form. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
The estimating of damage repair coSls muSI follow 
the guidelines given in section 2, 
SE 
Follow Ihe guidelines given in section 2 to eslimate 
damage repair costs . 
Revise the following sentence so it conforms to rule 15. 
The'usc of advance scheduling will speed maintenance procedures. 
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Re.ision 
Use advance scheduling 10 speed maintenance procedures. 
Rule 16: Do not omit I verb to make your sentences shorter. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
Service Ihe aircraft a~itude controls according to the 
standard maintenance schedule , following page. 
SE 
Service the aircraft altitude controls as shown in the 
standard maintenance schedule given on the 
following page. 
Revise lhe following senlellce so il conforms to rule 16. 
Use !he estimating schedule, opposite page, to determine repair COSlS. 
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Re.ision 
Usc Ihe estimating schedule, giv.n on Ihe opposite page, w determine 
repair coslS, 
Sentence Length 
Rule 17: Keep sentences as shorl as possible, 
Example; Standard 
Exercise 
The comrols for the adjustment 01 the wing control 
sur1aces must be set at zero when conducting aI/ 
routine maintenance procedures. (2t words) 
SE 
The controls to adjust the wtng control sur1aces must 
be set at zero in aI/ routine maintenance procedures. 
(18 words) 
Re.ise Ihe following sentence so it conforms w rule 17, 
Follow Ihe standard schedule of maintenance for all pneumatic 
systems on all aircraft, except as noted in Ihe section on special 
maintenance procedures, 
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Follow the sllIndard maintenance schedule for all aircraft pneumalic 
syslCms e"epl as noled in special maintenance procedures. 
(17 words) 
Rule 19: Use connecling words 10 join separale senlenCes. 
Example : Standard 
Add luel to the tank. Do not over1ill the tank. 
SE 
Add luel to the tank bur do not overtill it. 
Exercise 
Revise the following senlence so il confonns 10 rule 19. 
Remove the orange wire from the housing. Do nOl lOuch the wire 
againsl the side of the housing. 
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Re\'ision 
Remove Ihe orange wire from Ihe housing but do nOI lauch lhe wire 
agaJnsi Ihe side of the housing. 
Rule 21: Wrire on I)" one inslruction per senlence in procedures 
excepl when two actions have 10 be done arlhe same lime. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
To change Ihe filter. remove the filter cover, unscrew 
the mounting screws. and remove the old filter. 
(Mulliple instructions in one sentence.) 
SE 
To change the tilter: 
remove the fitter cover 
unscrew the mounting screws 
remove Ihe old titter. 
Revise the following sentence so il conforms to rule 21. 
Before starting the engine. ensure thai all lools and spare parts are 
removed from the engine comparunenl, thai the engine compartmenr 
cover is closed and locked, and thai all gauges read properly. 
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ReYi~ion 
Before you sIan lIle engine. make sure Ihal all lools and spare parts 
arc removed from the engine (;omparuncnI. Make sure Ihal Ihe 
engine compartment Cover is closed and locked. Make sure lhal all 
gauges rcad properly. 
Punctuation 
Rule 25: IJse a tabular layout ror complex material and to show 
that procedure steps are c1o~ly related. 
Rule 30: IJse the colon and dash only in tabular layouts. 
Example: Standard 
The on-board computer consists 01 sensors. a CPU. 
a display screen. and a keypad. 
SE 
The on-board computer has : 
sensors 
a CPU 
a display screen 
a keypad. 
A tabular layout better organizes the components of 
the on-board computer. The colon sets off the 
tabular material and the dashes identdy each 
component 01 the computer. 
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Exercise 
Revise the following sentence so it confonns to rules 25 and 30. 
To adjust the instrument panel brightncss, locate the brighUlcss 
control knob on the left side of the panel, pull the knob towards you, 
adjust the brighUless by turning the knob righl or lef~ and push the 
knob towards the panel to avoid occidental adjusunents. 
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Revision 
To adjusl Ihe inslrumenl panel brighlness: 
- locale lhe brighlness conlrol knob on lhe lefl side of Ihe panel 
- pull Ihe knob 10 wards you 
- adjusl lhe brighlness by lurning the knob righl or lef! 
- push !he knob towards Ihe panella avoid accidental 
adjuSlrnenlS. 
Rule 29: Use a comma to separate the beginning descriptive 
statement (dependent clause) from the rest of the instruclion. 
Example: Standard 
Exercise 
When opening the cover be sure the cables are not 
attached. 
SE 
When you open the cover, be sure the cables are 
not attached. 
Revise lhe following sentence so it conforms to rule 29. 
To unlock lhe conlrol panel push lhe butlons on both sides of lhe unit 
at the same lime. 
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Revision 
To unlock tho control panel. push the bultons on both sides of tho 
unit at the same time. 
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SEAN Overview 
What SEAN Does 
SEAN is a writing aid thaI helps you create ck",. corrcc~ SE 
documents. SEAN analyzes ASCII lexI fil<s. p:lTsing Ihem according 
to the rules of SE. ASCII lexI files are leXl files wilhoul program-
specific formal codes. 
SEAN displays the leXI file on the lOp half of the screen and 
provides a running lIIlalysis of SE errors which are found in the 
document. SEAN looks for SE problems "ith grammar. slyle. and 
word usage. These errors are lisled on the bonom half of the display 
screen. along with suggeslions for change. 
You cannot edil the document as it is being analyzed by SEAN. 
Inslead. Ihe prodUCI of 8 SEAN analysis is 3 n<w ASCII \eXI file. 
You can change your \eXI file while in SEA."", Edit mode. or you 
can exit SEAN and load the new ASCII \eX! file inlO a word 
processing program to be further refined. You may repeat this cycle 
until you are satisfied with the documenl, or SEAlli nags no further 
errors. 
SEAN is a writing aid. The program never clunges your original 
document. so you are always in control. SEA." never decides. only 
recommends. The final decision is always your>. 
SEAN's Limitations 
SEAN is a 1001 to help you wrile. bUI there are limilaliuns. SEAN 
works by applying rulcs thal deal with the synuu. or struClUre. of 
writing. 
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SEAN cannot rcplace a human editor. II does nO! undersland the 
actual meanings of words or the exercise of litcrary liccnse. II also 
docs not have a human ear to judge how the wriling sounds. 
SEAN cannot find all types of crrors. In some cases, SEAN poinlS 
out correct (or at least allowable) phrases as errors. For example, if 
you use a manufacturing process term. SEAN nags the word because 
it docs not appear in the approved SE vocabulary. Yet your use of 
the process term may be allowable under the rules of SE. 
Consequently, SEAN does not make changes for you. Instead, 
SEAN poinlS out possible errors and stylistic weaknesses, and 
suggeslS allemalives for you to consider. II is up to you to decide 
which of SEAN's recommendations to follow. 
Programmable Rules 
SEAN examines your document according to SE rules. But only 
some of the SE rules can be reduced to algorithms which the 
computer can use in the analysis of your text For example, SEAN 
poinlS out words and phrases that can be replaced by other words in 
the authorized SE vocabulary. The suggested replacement words 
may not be correct in the context of your document, but some sort of 
reVision is recommended. 
SEAN also poinlS out all sentences that are longer !han 20 words. 
SE rules do not require all sentences to be shorter than 20 words, SO 
the long sentcnces that SEAN marks as incorrect do not necessarily 
need to be changed. In description and operation topics, SE allows 
one sentence in 10 to be 25 words long. Some revision may be 
necessary if your document is consistently exceeding those limilS. 
As another example, SEAN poinlS out all instances of passive voice. 
Again. SEAN's comments on passive voice occurrences do not mean 
that change is required. They do mean that the overuse of passive 
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voice is a common problem that can cause willing lO sound weak 
and unsure. Passive voice can be an effective tool to focus allen lion 
on !he object of the sentence. 
Nonprogrammable Rules 
Of the 37 SE grammar and slyle rules. some are nm programmable 
because of lbeir nonspecific naLUre. SEAN cannot consider these 
rules when analyzing your document. so you need lO be familiar wilb 
lilese nonprogrammable rules before trying lO write SE. Be aware of 
lilese nine rules as you write so lilat yOID' document will conform lO 
SE rules: 
1. Make your Instructions as specific as posslble. Someone who 
is unfamiliar wilil a procedure can become confused if !he 
instruclion or explanalion is not specifically clear. The reader 
should be able to interpret lile instruction in only one way. 
2. Vary sentence lengths and constructions to keep descriptive 
text interesting. SEAN counlS the number of words in a 
sentence and checks for sentence structure. but it cannot check 
for interesL Descriptions can become lenglily and involved. so 
vary your sentence pauerns to keep lbe reader's interest and to 
keep lile subject maner clear. 
3. Use paragraphs to show your reader the logic or the text. 
Dividing up complicated instructions or descriptions inlO 
paragraphs helps !he reader understand lile matetial. 
4. Use connecting words to make the relationshIp between 
sentences and paragraphs clear. Connecling words enable lile 
reader to follow lile text. Smoolil lJansitions display lile logic 
and flow of lile material and aid lile reader's comprehension. 
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5. Present new and complex data slowly. Ease the reader into a 
new or complex subject and allow the reader to become familiar 
with new concepts in small steps. Clearly describe and explain 
the new subject before beginning instructions or procedures. 
6. Start a warning or caution with a simple and clear 
command. SEAN cannot tell if a warning command is simple 
and clear-it can only tell if the words are allowed. If an 
instruction or procedure is imponant enough to be labeled as a 
warning or caution. give the command careful consideration so 
that it can be interpreted in only one way. 
7. 
8. 
9 .. 
Add a brief explanation to a warning or caution to give a 
clear idea or possible risk. SEAN cannot tell whether you 
explain your warnings and cautions. You need to be sure that if 
the subject or instruction is imponant enough to warmnt a 
warning or caution. you explain enough about the inSiruction so 
that any risk is clear and apparent. 
Keep to one topic per paragraph. SEAN cannot tell whether 
a paragraph contains more than one topic. The reader is less 
likely to be confused if you focus on one subject at a time. 
Always start the paragraph with the topic senlence. SEAN 
cannot recognize a topic sentence. Starting the paragraph with 
the topic sentence lets the reader know what the paragraph Is 
going to explain and helps with the flow and readability of the 
text. 
For more discussion on these and other SE rules. see the Using SE 
section in the SE Handbook. 
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SE Style 
Writing an SE documenl with style , or nair, may seem an 
impossibility because of the restrictions of SE grammar, Most of the 
obstacles are associated with the writer's learning curve: once you 
have some e~pcrience with the SE writing process, the possibilities 
for writing stylistically satisfying documents will become apparenl. 
How SEAN Can Help 
SEAN forces you to think about writing SE when it spots incorrect 
phrases and constructions and Oashes them on the screen. If you see 
yoor errors Oashed before you often enough, eventually you will SlOp 
making those errors. As your awareness of good SE writing 
increases, there is bound 10 be a decrease in mistakes. Implied in 
SEAN's use is its eventual disuse. SEAN trains as it works. While 
you will have to continue running SEAN as a check on yoor SE 
documents. eventually SEAN's use will be limited to confirming the 
correctness of yoor documents. 
Limitations and Possibilities 
SE makes harsh demands of its writers. SE rules resuict normal 
writing style by limiting your vocabulary. fort>idding rhetorical 
devices such as analogy. and severely curtailing verb tenses and 
voice options. Even the word count of sentences and the lengths of 
paI1lgraphs are limited. 
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The mosl promising inilial approach 10 wriling slylislically pleasing 
SE is 10 address Ihe sense and sound of lhe scnlenccs and 
paragraphs. A careful, logical ordering of your lexl helps Ihe smoolh 
procession of ideas, and lhis in lurn greatly aids lhe uscr 's 
comprehension. Each lhoughl should be com pie Ie, and lhe words 
and senlences should now easily. 
To gellhe grealest use of SEAN's unique abilities, apply your effon 
10 logic and clarily, 10 lhe hierarchical suuclure and Ihe scgmcmalion 
of lopics and ideas. These are the areas where your imcliJgence and 
sensibililies are irreplaceable. 
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Using SEAN 
Introduction to Using SEAN 
This section Iells you how to use SEAN to prepare and analyze an 
SE file. If you are not an experienced computer user or if you want 
10 quickly learn the basics of SEAl'll's capabilities, begin with the 
SEAN tUlOrial in the next section. 
In this section you will find: 
Conventions 
Naming files 
• Installing SEAN 
Starling SEAN 
Setting SE rules 
• Analyzing a file 
Creating or editing a texI file 
Wriling a lexl analysis to file 
• Printing a file 
Troubleshooting 
Exiling. 
Conventions 
This manual follows certain conventions 10 help you recognize keys, 
screen messages, and insuuctions. 
Boldface is used for the names of the functions and to indicate a 
panicular key 10 press. 
Example: Press F3. 
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Iialics show Ihe exocl wording o( on·screen messages. 
Example: Please enter text lile name. Inpul text file name. 
The Seleci insltUetion direclS you 10 choose a (unction (rom the main 
menu. You may selecl a (unClion in one o( IWO ways: 
1. Use the arrow keys 10 highlighl the name o( the 
function you wish 10 use, then press Enler. 
2. Type in the leller thaI is capitalized in the 
function's name. 
The Enler key inSIrUCIS the compuLer 10 proceed with a command. 
Depending on the keyboard, this key is sometimes marked Relurn, 
or with a small arrow poinling 10 the left (.J), with both the word and 
the arrow on the same key. 
The Esc: key is a quit key. You may leave the function you are 
using al any time by pressing the Esc: key. This key returns you 10 
the main menu. You may then either select another function or exit 
the program. 
Pressing Esc: while in the main menu screen takes you out of SEAN 
(see Exiling). 
Two keys perform special actions when you using a SEAN function. 
They do nol operaLe from the main menu screen. They are labeled 
with F and a number, and are refened 10 in the manual as function 
keys. These keys ma), be in the group al the lefl side, or across the 
top. of your keyboard, 
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The n key call s up a direclory of Ihe files in Ihe drive you specify. 
If you forgel lhe name of lite liIe you wanl 10 analyze. you can sec a 
list of lite files on your disk by using the n key. 
Pressing F2 displays Ihe message: 
Please enler lhe directory palh. A:I. B:I or C:I) 
Path: 
At !he prom PI you may enU:r !he pa!h for !he direclory you wish 10 
examine. This function di''Plays a list of Ihe files. but does not allow 
you 10 call a file 10 Ihe screen. 
To exit !he dircctory. press !he Esc key. 
The F3 key aulOmatically loads a file. Pressing F3 displays lite 
message: 
Please enler lalJile name. InpUl lalJile na/1U!: 
At !he prompt you may enler !he liIe name for !he liIe you wish 10 
load. 
Naming Files 
In some of its functions. SEAN asks for a file name. Files names 
must conform to DOS file name conventions. If you are creating a 
new liIe. lite name may be up 10 eight characters. plus a period and a 
!hree-character extension. 
There are some Iimicalions 10 observe when creating rue names. NOI 
all of !he characters on the keyboard may be used. because some are 
reserved for DOS commands. These chal1lctcrs are: 
"I\[]:;I<>+= . , 
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Do not use any of these characters in file namcs "ccpt the period, 
which is uscd to separate the first pan of the name from the 
extension. 
It is a good idea to write down the names of your files for later 
reference. If the name is not self-explanatory, be sure to include a 
brief description of the file's contents. 
For more information on naming files in OOS, refer to the manual 
for the word processing program you are using. 
Saving Files in ASCII 
SEAN can only analyze a file fonnaued in ASCII. For instructions 
on how to save a fi le in ASCII, refer to the manual for the word 
processing program you are using. 
Installing SEAN 
SEAN is only intended for use on IBM Or IBM compatible 
computers. SEAN must be installed on a PC that has at least a 286 
processor and at least 640K RAM. To run SEAN you must install 
MS DOS version 3.1 or higher. 
I. To install SEAN on your computer's hard drive, fust insert the 
SEAN disk in the A drive. 
2. Change to the A drive by typing A: and press Enter. 
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3. Type INSTALL and pres> Enler. 
This action instructs your computer to automatically install the 
SEAN program in drive A onto your hard drive and to create a 
subdirectory for iL The screen displays this message: 
IllS/ailing SEAN 10 hard drive 
4. When the mcssage disappears and the A:I prompt reappears, 
reWm to the C drive by typing C: and press Enlu. 
5. To access SEAN, type SEAN and press Enler. 
You are now in SEAN. and the screen displays the SEAN main 
menu. 
Starting SEAN 
1. If SEAN is already installed on your hard drive, at the C:I 
prompt. type SEAN. 
This action brings up the SEAN program and the screen 
displays the SEAN main menu. 
2. If your computer does not have a hard drive. rust insen your 
DOS disk into drive A and load iL 
3. Aflct loading DOS. remove the DOS disk. 
4. Insen the SEAN disk in drive A. 
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5. To access the program, l)'pe: 
SEAN and pr= Enler. 
The computer Ihen loads SEAN and the screen displays the 
SEAN main menu. 
Setting SE Rules 
The Set SE Rules function ICIS you analyze a file for specific rule 
infractions by turning selS of rules on or off. When you first enter 
SEAN all the selS of rules are turned on. Use the Set SE Rules 
function to tum off any rules you do not want SEAN to use during 
an analysis. 
These selS are: 
Non·SE words 
• Noun clusters 
Passive voice 
Sentence length 
Paragraph length 
Word substitution. 
When all SCIS are turned on, SEAN analyzes for all programmable 
rules. 
Selecting the Function 
I. Sele1:l Set SE Rules from the main menu. 
The Set SE Rules option menu appears and the screen displays 
the six rules, each followed by a shaded box containing the 
word ON or OFF. 
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Below the block of rules, the screen prompts: 
Please (ype (he rule number ('0' for back (0 (he main menu): 
Urlle. t.,,1. " ... Iw ••• Le rli. 
rz- Dlrecto rW rJ-Lo.. rll. [SC-".ort 
S[ Ir\.il •• S.U1nl CD.vorn 
l,"Oft-IE UO~ 0.. 4 . leftt.~C. l.".t~ 0-
Z. "o~ eluate,. 0. 5 . ,..rel,..,h 1.".U 0-
:i,,._llle uol~"'" • . _'" _'.1.1"101,,10"0. 
Figure 1 
Turning Rules Off or On 
1. Type in the number of the rule you wan! to Wm on or off and 
press Enter. 
The word in the box changes from ON to OFF or from OFF to 
ON. You may tum any or all of the rules on or off. SEAN 
analyzes only for the rules that are wmed on. 
2. Repeat this step for each rule you wish to tum on or off. 
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Returning to the Main Menu 
SEAN will not automatically return to the main menu from the SE 
rules option menu. To return to the main menu: 
1. Press 0 and Enter. 
The main menu appears on the screen. 
Analyzing a File 
The Analyze a lexl on screen function allows you to see a step-by-
step analysis of the document. SEAN analyzes your document on 
screen and shows you its comments at the bouom of the scrun. 
This [unction lets you move through the analysis at your own pace 
by allowing you to press any key when you are ready to move on. 
If you do not wish to see the analysis on screen and .imply want a 
print out of the liIe with the editing comments insened, see Wriling 
Tex! Analysis 10 File in this section. 
Running the Analysis 
1. Select ATItl/yze a text on screen (rom the main menu. 
The screen will look lilce this: 
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An~IWI" ~ l.~l on Ec~n 
n-Dlr.c;\orlJ r,l.oado Tilli [SC-Allorl 
Figure 2 
2. To relrieve a file for SEAN 10 analyze. selecllhe Load File 
. . option at the lOp of the screen by pressing the F3 function key. 
The screen prompts: 
Please enter 1M lal file name. 
File name: 
3. Type in the name of the file (including any extensions) thai you 
want SEAN 10 analyze; press Enter. 
Note: Remember thai the file 10 be analyzed musl be an ASCII 
lext file (see What SEAN Does: SEAN Overview). 
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The screen (hen prom pIS you (0 name (he oulpU( file : 
P/~ase ~nlu liIL OUlpUI flit name. 
File name: 
4. Type a name for the new file (hat SEAN crcalCs; press Enter. 
This new file will include the lext with (he analysis commenlS 
inserted. 
Note: The output filename must conform 10 OOS file naming 
rules (see Naming a File). 
SEAN then loads your file and begins 10 analyze your 
document. 
A new screen appears. The (OP half of the screen d''Pla),s (he 
first line or two of your document. SEAN posilJons a carat (') 
under (he first incorrect word it comes 10. 
A( (he bollom of the screen, under lite division bar labeled 
Analysis of TeXl , SEAN displays a comment indicating the rule 
broken. 
The screen looks like litis: 
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Figure 3 
·5: After you have noted the error and are ready to mOve on. press 
any key to continue. 
SEAN then positions the carat under the next rule violation. 
The comment for this new violation is displayed 8l the bouom 
of the screen. 
6. Press any key to move on to the next OCCUrTeJ\ce. 
7. Repeat step 6 until SEAN has analyzed the entire documenL 
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Exiting the Analysis 
J. When all Ille te,t is analyzed. SEAN automatiCJIlly returns you 
to the SEAN main menu. 
2. To e,il al any lime during the analysis. press Esc (see Exiling). 
This aClion reI urns you to the main menu. 
Creating or Editing a File 
Edit a File is a word processing function that enables you tD create a 
text file or edit a text file directly on the screen. Whether you ano 
creating a new file or editing an existing one. the steps for enlering. 
adding. and deleting text ano the same. 
Entering Text 
Edit a File offers you an lUlcluuered screen that resembles the blank 
sheet of paper you insert in a typewriter. When you type. characters 
lIPpear at the position of the cursor. just as they do when you use a 
typewriter. To begin a new line of text, insert a carriage return by 
pressing Enter; the cursor wraps flush to the left margin. 
Pressing Enter moves the cursor from the line it is on tD the left 
margin of the next line. Without the Enler keysuoke. characters 
form one long line of text, disappearing off the left edge of the 
screen as you type. The disappearing characters are nOt deleted. just 
hidden because the screen can only visually display 78 chalacters at a 
time. 
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Since lhe screen is roughly lhe widlh of a sI,mdard size page 
( 8-~"- II -~" press Enler every 78 characlC", The primer can only 
print the ICxtthat is displayed on the screen, 
F..dit a File tracks lhe position of the cursor un the reference line al 
the lOP of the screen, The reference line informs you where your 
cursor is in relation 10 the page displayed on Ihe screen, 
Line refers 10 the posilion of Ihe cursor on Ih~ vertical axis with each 
characler posilion equivalenllO a number: Ihe firsl posilion being 
one, Col refers 10 the cursor's position on Ihe horizontal axis with 
the position equivalenl 10 a number; the fll'sl posilion is also one, 
P.! ~". w ... ,-
Figure 4 
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Adding and Deleting Text 
Unlike a typewriter, Edit a File allows you to make additions or 
deletions to your leX! without retyping the documcnL 
The default selling for entering texl is the insen mode: as characters 
are entered, the existing text refonnalS to accommodate the addition. 
Edit a File also gives you the option to swileh from the insen to the 
Iypeover mode. Press Insert and the word Typeover replaces Insert 
at Ihe top of the screen. 
This mode allows new characlers that you enter to type over and 
replace existing characters. If there is nothing but blank space you 
will not notice the typeover mode, but if there are existing characters, 
they will disappear when you type. 
To delete characters, press either the Backspace key or the Delete 
key. The Backspace function moves the cursor from the right to 
left, erasing characters as it moves. Characters located after the 
cursor move one space to the left with each character deletion. 
The Delete function works differently. The cursor does not move 
when you press Delete; instead, the characters move. Press Delete 
~nd the character at the Cursor is deleted, moving the next character 
to ilS place. 
Moving from Character to Character 
The arrow keys move the cursor on the scrun in four different 
directions: left, righl, up, and down. Press the Left Arrow ( .... ) or 
Right Arrow ( .... ) key to move the cursor one space to the left or 
right accordingly. 
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Press Ihe Down Arrow (J,) or Up Arrow (i) key 10 move Ihe cwsor 
up or down one line of the documcni. Wilh this method of scrolling. 
you can examine a documenl carefully line by line and reformal as 
you add or dele Ie lexl. 
Combined with other keys. Ihe arrOw keys can quickly move Ihe 
cursor 10 the nexi word or 10 Ihe end of a line or documenl. 
Moving From Word to Word 
To move the cursor from one word to Ihe first letter of the nexl word 
(Iefl Or right). hold down the Clrl key; then press the appropriate 
Len Arrow or Right Arrow key. 
The difference between err/-Lefl and elr/-Righl is that if the cursor 
is al any character other than the first character of a word. elr/-l1fl 
moves the cursor 10 the beginning of thai word rather than 10 the 
beginning of the preceding word. Or/-Righi always moves the 
cursor to the fll'S1 character of Ihe following word regardless of the 
cursor's location. 
Moving to the End of a Line or Document 
Sometimes you may wanl to move the cursor from a position within 
a line 10 the end of Ihe line or edge of the screen. 
To quickly move to the lefl end of the line. hold down the End key. 
and Ihen press the Left Arrow key; to quickly jump to the right, 
hold down the End key, and then press the Right Arrow key. 
To quickly move 10 the lOp of a file, hold down the Ctr) key, and 
then press the Home key; the cursor moves the lOP of the file. To 
move to the end of a file. hold down the Ctrl key, and then press the 
End key: the cwsor moves to the end of the file_ 
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Using Edit a File to Create a File 
1. Select Edit. File from the main menu. 
Fi~ure 5 
S,..,llf'ed. t .. ,lld U,.IU .. · a III'. 
S.,n." "'eral_ • 
Anai'f" •• t.e., 0 ... 1IiIC ....... 
UrlU • bxt "'011111111 to Clh 
s." $I: r",l .. 
tY,,7! tert 1i i • 
• _. L 
The Edit. File screen displays the title line, Edit a Tat File, 
at the top or the screen, wiLh the reference line directly below. 
The reference line displays the special function options: n-
Directory; F3-Load File: Esc-Abort (see Keys, Screen 
Messages, and Instructions). 
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Figure 6 
2. Press F3. 
3. 
The screen prompts you 10 create a file name: 
Please enter 1M leXl file name. TeXl file name: 
Type in a file name: press Enter. 
The message disappears. leaving the screen clear for 
composition. 
4. Type in your leXL 
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5. Press Esc 10 exit. 
The screen prompts you 10 verify exiting: 
Do you wish to saYe the changes? (y.n) . 
6. If you want 10 save your file . type Y for yes. If you do not 
want to save your file. type N Cor no. 
Responding Yes automatically saves your file 10 the hard drive. 
After typing Y or N. SEAN returns you to the main menu. 
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Using Edit a File to Edit 
I. Select Edit a File from the main menu. 
.Figure 7 
~1 ... ,IIt· I.' EA,lh" "rlt. r· ~ e •• 
lvat .... v.,. ,~ , 
IIna l ".e e t . .. t 011 s:c:r._ 
Urlt. •• '."1'\ ana l ¥ala t.. til. 
Set S[ "".1 ... 
'rl", • 'u" ni. 
The Edit a File scr..,n displays the title line. Edit A rtXl File. 
with the reference line directly below. The reference line 
displays the s~cial function options: F2-Direclory; F)-Load 
File; Esc-Aoon (see Keys. Screen Messages. and 
Instructions). 
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Figure 8 
2. Press F3. 
The screen prompts you 10 type in the name of the file you 
wish 10 edit: 
Please enter tM text file fIllmI! . TeXl file name: 
3. Type in the name of the file; then press Enler. 
Your file appears on the screen. 
4. Edit the file. 
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5. Press Esc lO exil the Edit a File option. 
The screen prompts you lO verify exiting: 
Do you wish {O save {he changes? (y.n). 
6. If you wanl lO save the changes to your me. type Y for yes. If 
you do not want lO save the changes 10 your me. Iype N for no. 
Responding Yes aulOmatically saves your file to the hard drive. 
replaeing yous original file with the file on the screen. After 
typing Y or N. SEAN returns you lo the main menu. 
Writing a Text Analysis to File 
The Write a Text Analysis to File function is a shorl<ut method of 
analyzing and saving a file. Unlike Analyze a File. it analyzes 
without displaying the analysis comments on the sc~n. This 
process is much quicker than when the analysis process is displayed. 
When the file prints OUI, the analysis and comments are on the 
prinlOuL 
Use the Write a Text Analysis to File function when you want a 
file analyzed. but do not need lo see the analysis process. 
Selecting the Function 
I. Select Write a Text Analysis 10 File from the main menu. 
The Write a Text Analysis 10 File screen displays a tiUe bar at 
the lOp. with a reference line direcUy below. 
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The reference line offers the options F2- dlfeclory; FJ· load 
file : and esc· abofl . 
2. Press F3. 
Entering File Names 
Once you have the function screen, SEAN prompts you to type in the 
name of the file you wish to analyze: 
Please enlef 1M leXl file name. Input text file name: 
I. Type the name of the file to be analyzed and press Enler (see 
Naming Files). 
The screen now prompts you to enter a name for the file after it 
is analyzed: 
Please enter tM output file name. OUlput file name: 
The output file name may have the same name as the input file, 
but it must have a different three-Ieuer extension. 
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2. Type the name of the analyzed file and press Enter. 
.. 
The screen displays the message: 
reXJ is analyud. please wail. 
SEAN analyzes the lex!, saves il to a file. and aUlomatically relurns 
10 the main menu screen. 
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Printing a File 
The Print A File function leIS you prinl your liles. You may prim 
any lile lhlu is slored in SEAN's memory. 
Be sure a prinler is auached lO lile lerminal and is turned on. 
Selecting the Function 
1. Select Print A TtXl Filt from the main menu. 
The PrInt a Text File screen displays a title line Rtlile lOp. 
wilil a reference line directly below. 
The reference line offers lile options F2- djrulory; FJ- load 
flit ; and Esc- abort. 
Starting the Printout 
1. Press F3. 
The screen promplS you lO type lile name of the Iile you wish 
to prine 
Plt= tnl.r ltxtfllt nante.lnpUlltxtfllt nante: 
If you have forgotten the name of the Iile you wish lO print, you 
may call up the directory of Iiles by pressing F2. You cannot 
print from the direclOry. When you find lile name of your Iile 
make a nOle of it and press Enter. SEAN returns you lO lile 
main menu. 
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If you did nO! go 10 tho directory. proceed 10 the noxt Stop. If 
you use<! tho F2 funcllon 10 check tho directory. you mUSt begin 
again by selecting the print function from the main monu. 
2. Type the name of the filo you want 10 print and press Enter. 
The screen prompLS you: 
Name of list tkvice {PRN/: 
'rtn" flo 'ell\ file 
']-a.-A tlh 
1"1.,,, •• ""flr \Ioa , •• \ file ...... 
I"pvt text n l. n4rle ' nSf. DOC 
,... ... of Hilt '_Ie. (,. .... 1. 
Figure 10 
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3. Press Enter. 
The printout begins and the main menu automatically appears on the 
screen. 
Troubleshooting 
Occasionally you may accidentally press the wrong key. When this 
happens, SEAN displays an error message and tells you how to 
proceed. 
Directory Error 
If you use F2 to ask for a dircctory that is not available, the screen 
displays this message: 
Disk read error on dirutory_. 
Drive door may be open. 
Retry, cancel or Ignore (rlcli): 
First check the drive door. If it is open, close it and press r to retry 
tile' process. 
If you retry and still get the error message, press c to cancel, and 
begin again with the proper directory designation. 
When you press c to cancel. the function screen returns, displaying 
the message: 
Error: illegal director)" name. 
»Press any key to continue. 
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If you press i 10 ignore. lhe funclion screen relurns. displaying lite 
message: 
Error: illegal directory name. 
»Press any key to cOnlinUl!. 
Pressing any key relurns you 10 Ihe main menu. Selccl!he function 
you wan I 10 usc and conlinue wi!h Ihe process. 
Function Key Error 
If you are in a function screen and press a function key o!her !han F2 
or F3 while selecting from !he reference line. !he SCreen displays !he 
message: 
//legal function key. 
PleaJe type any key 10 conlinue. 
Pressing any key returns you 10 Ihe main menu. Select Ihe function 
you wanl 10 use and continue wi!h !he process. 
File Name Error 
When SEAN asks for Ihe liIe name of an existing file and you emer 
Ihe name of a liIe Ihal does nOI exisi. Ihe screen displays Ihis 
message: 
TeXl file ~s nol wt. 
»Press any k~ 10 cOnJinru. 
Pressing any key returns you 10 Ihe main menu. Select !he function 
you want 10 use and continue wilh Ihe process. 
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File Name Character Error 
Exiting 
When you are creating a file name and usc onC of the charaCICr5 thai 
are reserved for DOS commands. Ihe screen displays this message: 
Error: illegal file name. 
Text file Mes not exist. 
»Press any key to continue. 
Pressing any key returns you 10 the main menu. Selecl me function 
you wam lD use and continue with the process. using allowed 
characlers for the file name. 
Al times you may wanllO exil your currem screen and reUlrn 10 the 
main menu or quil the SEAN program allDgether. In mOSI cases you 
exil a screen by pressing Esc. In some cases thcre is more than one 
way 10 exil a screen. 
To Exit A Function 
You may cxil any function from any screen at anytime. To do this, 
press Esc. 
This action rCUlms you lD the main menu. 
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To Exit SEAN 
You can only exit SEAN from the main menu. If you are in a 
function SCreen when you want to quit. rust return to the main menu 
(see: To Exit A Function). When you arc at the main menu. you 
can quit the SEAN program two ways: 
I. Select eXil and press Enter. 
This action returns you to DOS. and the screen displays a OOS 
prompt such as C:I. 
OR 
Press Esc. 
The screen prompts: 
Are you oure? (yin): 
2. If you have changed your mind and do not want to exit SEAN 
yet, type N and press Enter. 
. This action rerums you to the SEAN main menu. 
3. If you are SW'C that you want 10 exit SEAN. type Y and press 
Enter. 
-
This action returns you 10 OOS and the screen displays the 
OOS prompL 
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SEAN Tutorial 
The Simplified English Analyzer (SEAN) helps you write a 
document that adhc.res to the rules of SE. This tutorial displays the 
functions of SEAN and shows you how to usc the program to 
analyze a documenl 
The tutorial is wriuen in two major sections: SEAN Features and 
Use of SEAN. The first =tion describes SEAN and some of the 
prognm's features. 
The second section tells you how to open each option of the SEAN 
menu, describes lhe function of the option, gives examples of what 
the option does, and allows you 10 do practice exercises with each 
option of SEAN. 
SEAN Features 
SEAN analyzes documents for confonnity to SE rules. It is not 
intended to be an editor or spelling or grammar checker . 
. When SEAN perceives a violation of a programmed SE rule, it calls 
your attention 10 it. SEAN also points OUI when a non-SE word is 
used. The program is able to identify non-SE words because it 
contains 1500 words in its SE dictionary. 
SEAN also contains a lIIIique feature, a Revene Thesaurus, which 
suggests lhe SE synonym for words lhat are not in the SE 
vocabulary. This feature makes SEAN easier to use, because you do 
nOl have 10 look up a synonym each time you use a non-SE word in 
a documenl 
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Olher fealures of Ihe program allow you to save an analysis to disk 
(or lalCr editing. prinl a paper copy of an analysis. or edit a leXl file 
while using SEAl'll. 
Using SEAN 
SEAN's menu contains several 0Plions; 
Analyze a reu on Screen . 
Save an Analysis to Disk. 
Set SE Rules. 
Edit a File. 
Prillt Analysis to Printer. and 
eXit. 
There are IWO ways 10 select a (unction (rom SEAN's menu. The 
first method is to use the Up Arrow or Down Arrow keys to move 
lhe highlight bar over lhe option you want and press Enler. The 
second melhod is to Iype the capitalized letter of lhe option. 
Example: Select Save an analysis to disk by using the DOwn 
Arrow key to highlight this option. or by pressing S. 
Take a few minutes to familiarize yourself wilh lhe menu options and 
lhe different ways of choosing lhem. 
Analyzing a File 
SEAN will analyze a teXI file for adherence 10 lhirtcen of SE's 
programmable rules. Type A to enler lhc Analyze function. At lhe 
File Name? prompl. type SAMPLE.DOC to load lhe sample text file. 
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SEAN analyzes the first two lines of tcxt that appear on the screen. 
SEAN positions a carat (A) under a word causing an clTor. An elTOr 
message indicating the nature of the infraction, such as noun cluster 
or illegal word use. appears on the lower half of thc screen. Note 
the mistake for later cOlTCCtion and press Ihe Enter key to continue 
the analysis. The text scrolls automatically when the cursor rcaches 
the bouom of the screen. 
In the sample sentence. notice thai Ihe fltSl word. pressurize. is 
highlighted. 
Example: Pressurize refueling system and check that outer 
wing tank overllow lights illuminate. 
(Incorrect Verb Form) 
The error message al the bouom of the screen indicates the type of 
elTor SEAN has encountered. Make a nOIe of the elTor and press the 
Enter key to continue analyzing the senlenee. 
When the analysis of tile lext is complete. SEAN automatically 
returns to the main menu. You may now choose to use the 
Dictionary function to look up acceptable synonyms for illegal word 
use errors or use the Edit function to correct or amend the texi. 
Save an Analysis to Disk 
Select the option. Save an AMlysi.> to Disk. from the SEAN main 
menu. Press the Enter key. and SEAN saves the file you are 
working on to the disk and directory you specify. 
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Although SEAl', docs not confirm lilal Ihe file is being saved, you 
can check the direclory 10 see Ihal the file is prcscn~ Selcel Analyze 
a /txt on screen. Press F2 10 see a dircclDry of filcs on the 
appropriate disk. The name of your file will be lIIere if SEAN 
corrcclly saved it. 
Example: Earlier you named your liIe SAMPLE. DOC. When 
you press F2 and name 1he correc1 drive leUer and 
subdirec10ry (il applicable), you will see 
SAMPLE.DOC listed among 1he lile names. 
Now press Esc to relum 10 the main menu and bypass the analysis 
routine. 
Exercises 
I. Save Ihe SAMPLE.DOC analysis you did earlier in this wlorial. 
For eXira praclice, try analyzing lhal same lexi file several more 
times, each lime giving your OUlpUI f,le a different name. 
2. Afler saving each analysis. check the drive and subdireclory you 
chose to be sure lIIe file is lIIere. 
Set SE Rules 
Selcel Sct SE rules from the main menu. You will see a screen 
entitled SE Rules Sming (On/Off). There are six options on lIIis 
screen: 
I . Non·SE Word.s, 
2. Noun CIUJter, 
1. Passive Voice, 
4. Sentence Length, 
5. Paragraph Length. and 
6. Word Substitution. 
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Each option is followed by a shaded box thai contains either the 
word On or OfT. When you choose this option for the flm time. all 
the boxes should be marked. On. 
To lurn an option on or off. Iype the number of the oplion and press 
Enler. 
Example: To tum on the option 1. Non·SE Words. type 1 and 
press Enter. 
Each of Ihese options corresponds 10 a group of programmable SE 
rules. These rules deal wilh the aspect of SE thai each option covers. 
For a complete lisl of SE rules. read the SE TUlOrial. 
Non·SE Words 
This option is used 10 nag words that are not in the SE vocabulary. 
When this option is on. SEAN suggests SE words for non·SE words. 
However. if this option is on and the Word Substitution option is off. 
SEAN nags any non·SE word as unrecognized. Turning the NOII·SE 
Words option off makes SEAN ignore non·SE words. 
Example: Be sure that your compass reading matches that of 
the navigator. 
In this sentence. the word compass is a non·SE 
word. With the option tumed on. SEAN would give 
the message, Do not use the word COMPASS. 
Additionally. H the Word Substitution oplion is on. 
another message appears: Replace COMPASS with 
DEVICE THA T TELLS DIRECTION. 
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Noun Clusters 
This option is used to nag noun clUSICrs. A noun cluslCr is a group 
of three or more nouns in an unbroken string. When this option is 
on. SEAN nags noun clusICrs. When the option is off. SEAN 
ignores noun clusters. 
Example: Computer printer paper guides are used to hold 
paper in place during printing. 
This sentence contains what SEAN would perceive 
as a tour-noun cluster, computer printer paper 
guides. W~h the option on, SEAN would give you 
the message, Sentence contains a noun cluster. 
Noun clusters not allowed. Rules that apply to this 
option may be tound in the SE Tutorial (see using 
SE: Rule 7). 
Passive Voice 
When this option is on, SEAN notes the use of passive voice. When 
the option is off, SEAN ignores occurrences of passive voice. 
Example: Make sure the engine has stopped before you begin 
wall< on the propeller blade. 
There are two examples at passive voice in this 
sentence: make sure and has stopped before you 
begin. Whh this option on, both at these phrases 
would be flagged by the message, Passive voice. 
Do not use passive voice. 
SE rules that appty to this option may be found in the SE Tutorial 
(see Using SE: Rules 14. IS). 
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Sentence Length 
This option tells you when sentences con lain 100 many words. 
Generally , SE calls for sen lences to be tess than 20 words long. 
When Senltnce ungth is on. SEAN nags sentences thaI an: 100 long, 
lells you how long each sentence is. and asks you 10 break the 
sentence. When the option is off, SEAN ignores sentence length. 
Example: Use the left-hand ratchet wrench to loosen the 
securing bo~ holding the propeller in place, making 
sure that you do not round oN the shoulders of the 
bo~ head. 
ThiS sentence contains 30 words. When the 
Sentence Length option Is on, SEAN reports the 
message, This sentence contains 30 words. Break 
the sentence, it is too long. 
SE rules thaI apply to this option may be found in the SE Tutorial 
(see Using SE: Rule 17). 
Paragraph Length 
UsUally SE and SEAN require thai paragraphs be kepI to a maximum 
of six sentences each. When Paragraph Length is on, SEAN flags 
paragraphs thaI have too many sentenCes. When the oplion is ofr, 
SEAN ignores paragrJph length. SE rules thaI apply to this option 
may be round in the SE Tutorial (sec Using SE: Rules 27, 28). 
Word Substitution 
This option is used in conjunction with. the non-SE Words option 
mentioned earlier in this section (see Non·SE Words). When this 
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option is on. SEAN offers SE options 10 non-allowed words. Whcn 
lhis option is off. SEAN docs not offer options 10 non-allowed 
words_ 
Exercises 
I. Allcrnately tum lhe various SE Rule Sellings on and off. Study 
lhe ecrcclS lhat turning on or off one or more settings has on 
SEAN's analysis of a documenl. 
2. Rewrite lhe sentences used in lhe examples above so lhat lhey 
conform to lhe specific rule lhey violated. 
3. Rewrite lhe senJences used in the examples above so thai lhey 
conform 10 all lhe SE Rules. 
4. After the senJences arc all rewritten, imagine lhem as being in 
one paragraph. Would SEAN allow you 10 leave it as one 
paragraph? 
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Revisions 
2. (POOT) Verify the reading on your device IIlat tells direction 
with the navigator. 
(8mu) Verify your heading with the navigator. 
The guides for the printer paper hold it in place during printing. 
Wait for the engine to stop. Then work on the propeller. 
The securing bolt holds the propeller in place. Loosen the bolt 
with the left-hand rachet wrench. Do not round the shoulders of 
the bolt head. 
3. Rewriting the sentences as they appear in the revision for 
Exercise 2 will satisfy the SE Rules. 
4. No. the paragraph contains seven sentences. The rules of SE do 
not allow you to keep this as a paragraph (even if it did make 
sense). 
The Edit function can be used to edit a text file on screen or to 
create a new document in the SEAN program. To cootinu. the 
example. press E to enter the Edit (unction. The text flIe ),ou nave 
loaded appears on the screen. 
Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the fll'St correction you 
wish to make. SEAN inserts rather than overstrikes te.\!. so place tbe 
cursor on the first letter of the incorrect text and type in the correct 
version. Use the Delete or Backspace key to remove incorrect text 
one leoer or space at a lime. " 
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In the sample sentence, go to the first error and type in the corrcction 
Apply pressure 10 rather than the incorrcct Pressurize. 
Example: Apply pressure to Pressurize the refueling 
system ... Now use the Delete key to remove the 
word Pressurize and the extra space. 
Example: Apply pressure to the refueling system ... Use the 
cursor control to continue to the next error that you 
note. 
When you have finished editing the text file, press the Esc key to 
rerum to the SEAN main menu. If you reach the end of the file, 
SEAN automatically retWTIS you to the main menu. 
Print Analysis to Printer 
Use this option only if you have a printer. Tum your printer on, and 
set the paper to the top of the page (if your printer has a tractor-feed 
mechanism). Select the option Print Analysis 10 Printer on the 
SEAN menu. After several seconds, your printer will begin to print 
the anal ysis. 
The results of the printout may look odd at fIrSt, but do not be 
alarmed. SEAN is programmed to print comments 31 the point where 
errors occur, instead of using a footnote or endnote system. SEAN's 
method of printing comments is easy to read and understand. 
Printing comments at the end of the printout. or at the bollOm of 8 
page, tends to confuse users about which comment goes with which 
error. 
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Exit 
It will not be possible for you \0 print a copy of the analysis if your 
computer docs not have a printer attached. Do not worry; it is not 
required that you have a printed copy of your analyzed te.t to use 
SEAN. You may simply take notes while the analysis is in progress 
so you can later make changes in your file. 
Exercises 
1. If you have a printer. have SEAN print 8 copy on paper. Study 
the printed analysis to become familiar with the format SEAN 
uses when printing. 
2. If you do not have 8 printer. press x to exit SEAN. Now type 
TYPE SAMPLE.DOC (or whatever name you used to save the 
analysis) and press Enler. Your analyzed file will scroll up the 
screen. If il scrolls by 100 quickly \0 read. exil out of the 
analysis. Again. type in the name of the document and press 
Enler. As soon as the document begins 10 scroll. press Pause. 
Press the spacebar \0 allow the leXI to scroll some more. Pause 
the text as many times as you need in order 10 read all oC the 
Iext and the analysis. 
The Iasl option on the SEAN menu is eXit. Select this option to 
leave the program. 
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I Appendix A: SE Word List 
about agree approved 
I above agreed approxim3lc abrasive agrees approximately 
acceleration aid are 
accept air area I accepted airborne arm accepts aircraft armament 
access airflow around 
I accident align arrow accidental aligned as 
accidentally aligns assemble 
accurate all assembled I accW'3tely allowance assembles acid almost assembly 
across along at I adapt also ate adapted alternative attach 
adapts alternatively auached 
I add although auaches added always authority 
adds ammunition automatic 
aojacent an automatically I adjacent to analog auxiliary adjust analysis available 
adjustable and average 
I adjusted angle away adjusunent angular axial 
adjusts apparent axially 
aft apparently axis I aft of applicable back after applied bad 
again applies badly I against apply balance agent approval balanced 
I 
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I balances bright causes 
bank brighter caution 
I basic brightest cavitation be brightly center 
bead broke change 
I became broken changed because brush changes become bubble charge 
I 
becomes burn charged 
before burned charges 
behind burns check 
below burr chemical 
I bend but chemically best by chock 
beucr cable choke 
I between calculate circle bled calculated circuit bleed calculates circular 
bleeds calibrale clamp 
I blew calibrated clean blockage calibrales cleaned 
blocked calibration cleans 
I blcit came clear blow can clearance blown cancel c!early 
blows canceled click 
I blunt cancels clip bond cap clockwise 
bonded capacity clogged 
I bonds careful close bouom carefully closed 
break catch closes 
I breaks catches code breathe caught coil breathed cause cold 
breathes caused colder 
I 
I 
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I coldcst continue day 
collect continued deceleration 
I collected continues decision collects cominuily decrease color continuous decreased 
come continuously decreases 
I comes contour defect compare control defective 
compared controlled denate 
I compares controls denated complete cool denates completed copy defuel 
completes comer defueled 
I component correct defueling compound corrected de fuels 
compress correction dent 
I compressed correctly dented compresses corrects depth 
computer corrosion deterioration 
concentration could device I condensation count diagonal condition counted diameter 
conductor counterclockwise did 
I configuration counts difference confined cover different 
connect crack differently 
I connected curve digital connection cut digitally connects cuts dim 
constant cycle dimension 
I constantly damage dimly contain damaged dimmer 
contained dangerous dimmest 
I container dangerously direction contains data directly 
contamination date diny 
I contents darum disarm 
I 
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disarmed drinks engaged I disarms drop engages disassemble drunk engine 
disassembled dry enlranee 
I disassembles during enuy discard each equal discarded ear equally 
discards easier equipment I disconnect easiest equivalent disconnected easily erase 
disconnects east erased 
I disengage easy erases disengaged eat error 
disengages eaten estimate 
disinfectant eats examine I display edge examined distance effect examines 
distortion cject example I divide ejected exhaust divided ejects exit 
divides electrical expanded 
I do electrically expired does electrically explosion done electricity explosive 
down electromagnetic extend I downstream electromagnetism extended drag electronic extends 
drain electrOnics extension 
I drained emergency external drains empty externally 
drank end extinguish 
dried energize extinguished I dries energized extinguishes drift energizes eye 
drill energy face I drink engage fact 
I 
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I failure nange frozen fall nash fuel 
fallen flashed full 
I faUs flashes fully far flal function 
fanher fle,ible gas 
I fanhest flighl gave fast flow general faster flawed geometry 
fastest flows get 
I feather fluid gets feathered flush give 
feathers flushed given 
I feel flushes gives feels focus glossy fell fold go 
felt folded goes 
I ferried folds gone ferries follow good 
ferry followed got 
I file follows got files for graduation 
filled force graph 
I fills forward gravity filter forward of grease filtered found grind 
find 
- free groove 
I finds freely ground finish freeze grounded 
fire freezes grounds 
I fired frequency group fires frequent guard first frequently had 
fit friction half 
I flag from hand flame front hang 
flammable froze hangs 
I 
I 
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I hard hot inflates harder houer initial 
hardest hOllCst initially 
I hardware how injury has hung inner 
have hydraulic input 
I head hydraulically inspection hear ice install heard identification installation 
hears identified installed 
I heat-treated identifies installs heal-treat identify instruction 
heal if instrument 
I heavier ignition insulation heaviest ignore intensity heavily ignored interchangeable 
I 
heavy ignores interface 
height immediately intenniuent 
held important intenniuently 
help in internal 
I helped in front of internally helps inboard into 
here incident irregular 
I high include irregularly higher included is highest includes isolate 
highly incorrect isolated 
I hit incorrectly isolates hits increase it 
hold increased item 
I holds increases its hole increment jack hook independently joint 
I 
horizon indication keep 
horizontal inflate kill 
horizontally inflated killed 
I 
I 
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I 
kills lighter lowere<l 
I kink lightest lowers knew lighting lowest know limit lubricant 
known line lubricate I knows linear lubricaled label liquid lubricates 
lamination listen lung 
I landing listene<l machine large listens machine<l 
larger live made 
I largest load magnet last local magnetic last locally magnetically 
latch location maintenance I latched lock make latched lock-on makes 
latches locke<l malfunction 
I la!eraI locke<l-on mandalOry laterally locks-on manual layer locks manually 
leak long many I leakage longer mark least longest mass 
least longiwdinal material 
I length longiwdinally mating less look matt 
lesser looked maximum 
I let looks measure lets loop measured leiter loose measures 
level loosely mechanical I life loosen mechanically lift loosened mechanism 
lifted loosens medical 
I lifts low melt light lower mel led 
I 
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I 
I mellS multiply opened melal must opening 
middle name opens 
military ncar operate 
I minimum nearer operated minus nearest operates 
mix necessary operation 
I mixed negative opposile mixes negatively optional 
mixllU"e neutral or 
I mode new other moderately no out moist noise oUlof 
momentarily none outboard 
I monitor north outer monitored nose output 
monitors not overboard 
I moor notch overhaul moored note overlap 
moors notice paint 
more number painted 
I more o.k. paints mosr obey pair 
most obeyed park 
I mOlDr obeys parked motored object parks 
motors occur part 
I movable occurred particle move occurs paste moved of patch 
movement off peen 
I moves oil perfonnance much on pennanent 
multiplication one pennanenlly 
I multiplied only penn it multiplies open pennilS 
I 
I 
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I 
pennilled prevented receives I pen;on prevents recess picce primary recommend pipe problem recommended placard procedure recommends I play progrnm record plus projection refCtIO pneumatic propeller referred 10 I pneumatically properly refers 10 point proponion reOcction pointed prolection refuel 
I points pull refueled poisonous pulled refuels polish pulls regular polished pump regularly I polishes push reject POSition pushed rejected positive pushes rejects I positively put related possible puts relation possibly quality release post-( ) quantity released I power quickly releases pre-( ) radial remaining 
P,rec3ution radially removal I precision radioactive remove preparation radioactivity removed prepare radius removes 
I prepared range repair prepares rate repaired preservation read repairs pressure reads replace I pressurization ream replaced pressurize rear replacement pressurized rearward replaces 
I pressurizes receive reply prevent received repon 
I 
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I 
I resiSLaIll seal 
shown 
result scaled shows 
retract seals side 
retracted second sideways 
I retraction secondary sign retracts sec signal 
right seen since 
I rigid sees skid risk selection slope 
roller semicircular :;lot 
I 
rope send slow 
rough sends slower 
rougher sensitive :;lowest 
roughest sent small 
I rounded separation smaller routing sequence smallest 
row serration smell 
I rub 
serviceable smelled 
rubbed servicing smells 
rubs set smoke 
safe sets smoked 
I safely shake smokes safetied shaken smooth 
safeties shakes smoother 
I Wety shape smoothest same sharp smoothly 
sample sheet snow 
I 
satisfactorily shield so 
satisfactory shiny soak 
saw shock soaked 
scan shook soaks 
I schedule short soap scheduled shorter soft 
schedules shortest solder 
I scratch show 
solid 
screw showed solution 
I 
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I 
some straight system I something Str.lp systcmatically sound strength tacky 
source stres$Cd tag 
I space strip tagged span stripe tags 
spark strong tape 
I speak strongcr taSk speaks strongest tear special structural telescopic 
specially structurally tell I specification structure tells specified subassembly temperature 
speed subsequent temporarily 
I sphere subsequently temporary spherical subtract tension 
splice subtracted tertiary 
spline subtracts test I spoke such than spoken suction thaI 
spray gun sudden the 
I spray suddenly their stable sufficient them 
stain SUfficiently then 
standard sum theory I stan supplied there stan supplies these 
staned supply they I stans sure thick stay surface thicker 
stayed switch thickest 
I stays symbol thickness stencil symmetrical thin 
step symmetrically think 
SlOp symmetry thinks I slOpped symplOm thinner slOpS synchronized thinnest 
I 
I 
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I 
third transmitted venieal 
I this transparent venically those travel very 
thought trestle vibration 
I thread tried view three tries visual 
through trouble-shooting visually 
I thru try 
voice 
thus tune volume 
tight tuned warm 
tighten tunes warning 
I tightened tum was tightens turned water 
tightly turns we 
I tightness twist weak lime twisted weaker to the rear of twists weakest 
I 
together type wear 
told unit wears 
tolerance unknown weather 
too unless weigh 
I tool unsatisfactorily weighed top unsatisfactory weighs 
torque unserviceable weight 
I .torqued 
until weld 
torques unusual went 
total unusually went 
touch unwanted wcre 
I touched up west touches upstream wet 
tow use wheel 
I towed used when tows uses where track u.<ual which 
transmit usually while 
I transmits value who 
I 
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I 
width I will wind 
winds 
I wire with 
without 
I won: work worn 
worse 
I worse worst 
wound 
I write writes 
writing 
wriuen I wrote you 
your 
I zero 
I 
I 
I 
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Glossary 
Active Voice: using the verb to dircctly show the action of the 
subjccl 
AECMA: Association Europt!enne des Consltucleurs de Materiel 
Aerospatial 
AlA: Aerospace Induslties Association 
ASCD Text File: a I.e,t file without program.specific document 
formatting codes. 
Automated Feedback: infonnation about a process provided by a 
compul.er. 
Character: any letlers, numbers, punctUJItion marks, or other 
formauing and control symbols. 
Connecting Words: words used lO show lIle relaJionship between 
two sentences or paragraphs. Connecting words include thus, 
also. as a result , eIC • 
. Directory: a display of lIle names of lIle files lIlat are stored on a 
disk in one of lIle <!rives. 
Directory Path: a DOS command specifying lIle <!rive and !he 
sub directory in which your files are located. 
Imperative Tone: lIle mood that e,presses a command or request. 
Jargon: specialized or technical language of a trade, profession, 
class, or fellowship. 
121 
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MS DOS: stands for Microsoft Disk Operaling System; a lype of 
operating system software. 
Nomenclalure: a syslem of names; systematic naming in any art or 
sciencc. 
Non-Approved Technical Names: specific lCchnical names nOl 
listed in the SE diclionary. 
Noun Cluster: a group of thlre or more consecutive nouns !hal are 
nOl broken up by punclWltion or supponing words. 
PC: stands for personal computer, OflC1l an IBM penonaJ computer. 
Parse: 10 break a sentence down inlO its parts of speech with an 
explanation of the form, function, and syntactical relationship of 
each part 
Passive Voice: the combination of a form of the verb be with the 
pasl participle of the main verb. 
Pasl Participle: verb tenSe !hat is usually formed by adding -<d 10 
the root verb. 
RAM: Random Access Memory; penains 10 the memory c/lips !hat 
are mounted onlO boards inside your computer's system unit; 
temporary memory. 
SE: An acronym for Simplified English (see definition of Simplified 
English). 
SEAN: Simplified English Analyzer 
Simplified English: a subset of standard English used by an 
international consortium of aircrafl companies, !hal has a limited 
vocabulary and 37 writing rules. 
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Tabular Layout: a venical formal used 10 show relaled steps and 
procedures. 
Technical Names: approved nounS in lhe SE dictionary chosen for 
lIteir international accepl3l1cc. 
Topic Sentence: lite firsl senlencc in a paragraph lItal lells lite main 
lOpic of lite paragraph. 
Word Count: lite process of counling lite number of words in a 
sentence. 
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Index 
A 
Active voice, 20-22, 47 see 
also Rules of SE 
Adding and deleting text, 76-
77 
Analyzing a document, 70-74, 
93-94 
Stt also Writing TeM 
Analysis to File 
Articles (parts of speech), 17, 
43 
C 
Colons, 32, 53 
Commas, 29, 55 
Conne'Cting words, 24, 28, 51 
Conventions for using SEAN, 
63·64 
Creating a file, 78·80 
Cursor movement, 76· n 
o 
Dashes, 30, 32, 53 
Demonstrative adjectives, 17, 
43 
E 
Editing a file, 81·83, 100 
Entering file names, 84 
Entering text, 74-75 
E.iling 
H 
from a function 10 main 
menu, 90 
SEAN from a function, 
90 
SEAN from main menu, 
91 
Hyphens, 31·33 
I 
Imperative voice, 21, 48 
Installation, 66-67 
Insuuctions, 15, 25, 52 
J 
Jargon, 15 
K 
Keys 
functions of, 64·65 
N 
Naming files, 65·66 
Noun clusters, 16, 42 
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Nouns 
P 
use of in SE, 16-17,42-
44 
Paragraphs, 26-29 
lenglh, 28 
lopic senlence, 23, 27 
logical order of lexl, 26 
Pasl participles, 19,45 
Passive voice, 20-22 
Pasl tense, 18,44 
Presenl tense, 18,44 
Printing a file, 86-88 
R 
Rules o( SE, 12-35, 39.56 
nouns. 16-17, 42-43 
parentheses, 33·34 
puncluation, 29·34 
colons, 32, 53 
commas, 29, 55 
dashes, 30, 32, 53 
hyphens, 31·33 
senlence SIl'UClurc, 22.25 
length, 23, 25, 29, 50 
see also Topic 
sentences 
verbs, 17·22, 44-50 
lense 0(, 18, 44 
use of unapproved verbs, 
17 
voice, 20·22 see also 
Active voiee, Passive 
voice 
vocabulary, 12.16,39-42 
125 
approved words, 14, 
39·42 
warnings and caulions, 34-35 
word coum, 32-33 
S 
Saving 
an analyzed document 10 
disk,94·95 
editing changes, 80 
files, 95 
Semenees, 22·25, 50-53 
Simple (ulure lense, 18, 44 
Simplified English (SE) 
benefilS, 10 
definilion of, 7 
philosophy, 8 
pllJ]XlSe of rules, 9 
rules, 12-35, 39-56 
selling SE rules, 68·70, 
95·100 
tUlOria!, 39·56 
usage, 9·/0 
using SEAN 10 help wrile 
SE documenlS, 61-62 
Simplified English Anal)'zer 
(SEAN) 
definilion, 57 
fealures, 57, 92 
limilations, 57-58, 61-62 
non·programmable rules, 
59-60 
programmable rules, 58· 
59 
I 
I 
T 
I Tabular (verlical ) la),olll , 27· 28, 53·54 
Technic.1 names, 15, 
I Topic SCnlences, 26 Troubles hooling 
dircclDry errors, 88 
I funclion key errors, 89 file name errors, 89 file name characler error, 
90 
I TUlDri.1 SE, 39·56 
SEAN,92·102 
I U 
I 
Using SEAN, 63·102 
V 
I Verbs use of in SE, 17·22, 44· 
50 
I W 
Words, 
I general use of, 12·15 approved for SE use, 12· 
15, 39-41 
I unapproved bUI allowed, 14, 17·18 Writing a leX! lD file, 83 
see also Analyzing a 
I documenl 
I 
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